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RA1: Why is there lack of use of eminent for action.

RA2: How can we improve the current theory used by ground and stakeholders for regions like H15.

Context driven research

Natural resources need intervention...
What is taken upon by Sg?

How would I write this as a TAJA figure?

1. The NEW are a Co P
2. The scheme being by CPP

\[ \text{Diagram} \]
Poor data quality → poor planning

What is the problem?
Quality of training?

Optimal balance between classroom teaching and assessment
1. Problem

2. Selecting literature related to problem

Purpose of theory is prediction

Thought strategy

Solution
Book Shopping

Improve the HEW profile
in order to improve the Health IS

RISK

RISK

HEW
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X TBA (do not bother in preventive HC)

Change of strategy. Does it work?